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The paper by Gorth, Nassif, and Mattar (1991) and the paper by
Elliot, Appel, and Murphy (1991) in this volume describe the
development and characteristics of the written assignment portion of
the TMTE. This paper describes the process of scoring the written
assignments.

While there is a considerable body of knowledge supporting the
scoring of written responses from the standpoint of writing quality,
there is much less information concerning the evaluation of the content
of written responses. National Evaluation Systems, Inc. (NES), and the
Texas Education Agency (TEA) decided to apply the knowledge
derived from the writing assessment literature and adapt those
techniques to the task of scoring the TMTE written assignment
section. The key characteristics of the scoring system appear below.

Each TMTE written assignment is scored on a four-point scale
ranging from 0 to 3.

A  minimum of two readers score each paper. If their scores are
discrepant by more than one point, a third reader scores the
assignment.

Each assignment is scored by readers who practice in the same
content area as the examinee.

The scoring process emphasizes the relationship of the examinee’s
written response to the TMTE competencies adopted by the state
board.
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Written Assignment Scoring Process

Test Materials
For the written assignment section of the TMTE, examinees received a
booklet containing instructions that detailed how to complete the
written assignments and the assignments to which the written
responses should be addressed. Three answer booklets were distributed
to the examinees, one for each of the written assignments. Examinees
were allowed up to three and one-half hours to complete the three
written assignments, with an additional half-hour available upon
request.

Scorers
Scorers were selected by the Texas Education Agency from among the
pool of qualified educators in the state through a process that involved
nominations by other professionals, the submission of application
forms by potential scorers, and the consideration of applications by the
TEA. After evaluating potential scorers’ applications, the TEA invited
selected applicants to score written responses in their fields of
expertise.

Scorers were selected for each teaching area in which examinees had
registered to take the test. There were 65 teaching areas defined: seven
for elementary teachers, six for special education teachers, and the
remainder for secondary level teachers (see the TMTE Preparation
and Registration Manual for a list of the specific teaching areas).

Scoring Session
The number of scorers needed for scoring was dependent on the
number of examinees registered for each teaching area. The most
important consideration was that a minimum of three scorers per
content area be invited to allow for three independent scores for each
response, if necessary. A total of 202 scorers participated in the
scoring of the TMTE responses in three separate scoring sessions.

Scoring Scale
Each written response was rated on a scale from 0 (lowest) to
3 (highest). To arrive at a score on the 0 to 3 scale, the reader (scorer)
was asked to evaluate the examinee’s response in terms of the TMTE
competencies as applied to the examinee’s selected teaching area. The
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final score on each response was a score from 0 to 6, representing the
sum of the scores from two different readers. The scores assigned by
the two independent readers had to be identical or adjacent. If they
differed by more than one point, the discrepancy was resolved by a
third reading.

Description of Score Points
There are four scores that can be attained on the written assignment
portion of the TMTE: 3, 2, 1, or 0. These scores are described in detail
below.

3— The “3” paper reflects exceptionally well the level of pedagogical
knowledge described in the TMTE competencies. The paper
effectively and completely addresses the assignment. The “3” paper
clearly communicates an accurate understanding of content and
presents well-reasoned rationales, explanations, or justifications of
decisions or actions called for in the assignment. In general, the “3”
paper reflects outstanding teaching quality and exhibits creativity in
its approaches.

2— The “2” paper largely reflects the level of pedagogical knowledge
described in the TMTE competencies. The paper directly addresses
the assignment, although some details may be implied rather than
stated. The “2” paper clearly communicates an accurate
understanding of the issues raised in the assignment, though often at
a general level. The paper presents adequate rationales,
explanations, or justifications for decisions or actions called for in
the assignment. In general, the “2” paper may reflect high-quality
teaching, but only begins to approach the full richness and
complexity of the teaching job.

1— The “1” paper reflects to a moderate extent the level of pedagogical
knowledge described in the TMTE competencies. The paper makes
a clear attempt to address the assignment but does not do so fully.
The “1” paper may contain little content, few specifics or details,
and little reasoning, explanation, or justification for decisions or
actions called for in the assignment. The paper may reflect good
teaching quality and acceptable content, but it may exhibit a lack of
depth.

0— The “0” paper reflects little or none of the level of pedagogical
knowledge described in the TMTE competencies. The paper
addresses the assignment either very inadequately, very little, or not
at all. The “0” paper contains little or no rationale, explanation, or
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justification of decisions or actions called for in the assignment. It
may also contain inaccurate content or inappropriate teaching
strategies.

Written Assignment Scoring Preparation

Scoring Session Personnel
The written assignment scoring activities for the Texas Master Teacher
Examination were coordinated by NES staff. TEA staff described the
purpose of the TMTE and its policies, while NES staff conducted the
training and scoring sessions.

Rangefinder Papers
Rangefinder papers, also referred to as “marker papers,” are those
papers that represent examples of examinee performance at each of the
possible score points. Papers in the rangefinder set also illustrate
various issues that must be considered during scoring.

Rangefinder papers are designed to provide for consistency across
administrations of the TMTE. By using rangefinder papers, a given
level of response can be assigned a similar score from one
administration to the next, regardless of the particular written
assignment used. In November 1990 a panel of Texas educators
selected a set of rangefinder papers by using the following procedures.

The TMTE scale and the competencies established for the program
were reviewed and discussed by the committee.

Each committee member reviewed a set of written responses and
independently assigned a tentative score to each paper. Then the
group discussed each paper to reach consensus on its score.

After all papers had been scored, committee members selected the
best examples of responses at each of the four score points for each
of the three written assignments.

The committee discussed the various selected training papers to
reach group consensus on a final set of training papers. The set was
selected to represent examples at each score point and a variety of
content areas.

A special subset of these papers was selected to represent the
ongoing standard for the score points. This set, called the anchor set,
can be used in future administrations of the TMTE to establish the
calibration standard for scoring.
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Teaching Area
The written assignments required examinees to respond on the basis of
their professional knowledge, judgment, and experience in the
teaching area they indicated on their registration form. Examinees
responded to all of the written assignments from the point of view of
their teaching area. Therefore, for example, scorers who scored the
“government” teaching area were directed to be sure that in scoring an
assignment it exemplified the techniques and content knowledge of a
government teacher rather than of a teacher of some other field, such
as history. If the answer to any written assignment was clearly from
the point of view of a teaching area other than the one a scorer was
scoring, that assignment was scored “off topic” and received no credit.

Each scorer evaluated written responses on the basis of the teaching
area for which he or she was selected, the overall pedagogical sound-
ness of the response, and appropriate elements of the description of a
master teacher contained in the list of master teacher competencies.

Scorer Training
The goal of the training process was to develop an understanding of
the program and the process of scoring and to calibrate the scorers to
the TMTE score points. To achieve calibration, scorers were trained to
recognize and respond to the quality of the response provided. The
written responses used in the training process were the marker papers
described above. The first day of each scoring session was devoted to
training.

During the training session, each scorer read and scored a copy of each
marker paper. Scorers were polled regarding their assigned scores after
each marker paper was presented so that the Scoring Director could
monitor the performance of the group and engage in a discussion with
scorers who appeared to differ significantly from the rest of the group.
The polling also allowed each scorer to compare his or her
performance with that of the group. As marker papers were scored and
discussed, the Scoring Director pointed out the characteristics of each
score point and reviewed the scoring method.

When scorers had achieved consensus regarding training paper score
points, their scoring skills were formally evaluated through a
calibration assessment involving a group of ten marker papers. Those
scorers who successfully completed the calibration assessment began
scoring examinee written responses. Others received additional
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training before being administered a second assessment. These
individuals were required to pass the second assessment before they
were permitted to score.

In addition to the training that occurred on the first day, recalibration
sessions were conducted at the beginning of each subsequent scoring
session. During these sessions, the scorers independently recorded
their scores on a set of five additional marker papers. After this
independent scoring session, the Scoring Director conducted a group
discussion similar to the one in the original training session and
provided individual retraining to scorers whose recalibration
assessment indicated such a need.

Scorer Monitoring and Feedback
The following procedures were designed to maintain the quality of the
scoring process by monitoring the performance of individual scorers
and providing appropriate feedback.

During the initial training session, scorers could compare their own
assigned scores to those of other scorers and to the “true” scores (as
determined by the Rangefinder Committee) presented by the
Scoring Director.

Calibration assessments were used to assess the degree to which
scorers were scoring according to the “true” score scale before they
were allowed to read examinee papers.

Recalibration sessions were held periodically (at least twice a day)
to reassess scorer performance and to provide scorers with
supplementary training and feedback.

After each packet of papers had been read by two scorers, the
resulting scores were analyzed so that information about discrepant
scores could be used by the Scoring Director and by individual
scorers.

Scorers received periodic reports concerning their scoring
performance. A Scorer Performance Analysis sheet showed each
scorer the number of papers scored and the distribution of scores he
or she had given to those papers. The report also compared scores
given by a particular scorer to the scores of others reading the same
set of papers.
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The Scoring Director randomly reviewed papers scored by each
scorer to provide ongoing performance monitoring.

The Scoring Director conducted periodic review sessions on an as
needed basis for individuals or groups of scorers.

Reliability of Scoring
There are a number of ways to evaluate the reliability of scoring.
While it would be possible to compute a simple correlation between
scores assigned by the first and second readers for each prompt, such a
statistic can be flawed and misleading. First, consider the case in
which the second readers on each essay (the “lenient” group)
consistently assign scores exactly two points higher than the first
readers (the “harsh” group). This would result in score pairs such as
0/2, 0/2, 1/3, 1/3, etc. The correlation would be perfect (1.0), but the
agreement between the scorers would be 0 percent. Second, consider
the arbitrariness of the order of assignment of papers to scorers.
Suppose in the example above we now randomize whether papers are
given to the “lenient” group or the “harsh” group of scorers first.
Although the papers would still receive the same set of total scores, the
ordered pairs would now consist of scores such as 0/2, 2/0, 1/3, 3/1,
etc. Their resulting correlations would approach 0.

While it would be possible to perform an intraclass correlation, such as
those used in twin studies, or to calculate a generalizability statistic,
which attempts to characterize the percentage of variance accounted
for by scorer differences, it is more straightforward to report a simpler
statistic for the purpose of evaluating scorer performance in this case.
A number of investigators (Stevenson, Avarett, & Vickers, 1990;
Bunch & Littlefair, 1988; Chapman, 1984) report the percentage of
agreement between the first two scorers. This more readily
understandable statistic represents the percentage of papers on which
the two readers had either identical or adjacent scores. Interrater
agreement analyses were conducted on each of the three prompts. For
Prompt A, the written analysis assignment, the percentage of
agreement between the first two scorers was 90 percent. For Prompt B,
the work-sample product, there was also a 90 percent agreement rate,
and for Prompt C, the educational management problem, the figure
was 92 percent.
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Conclusion
Each of the more than 7,500 individual responses was routed to the
proper sets of scorers, taking care that each scorer saw only papers
from his or her own teaching field and did not see the same paper
twice. Furthermore, each response was tracked through the scoring
process to ensure that it wound up with a set of valid, resolved scores.
The TMTE scoring sessions were very successful.
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